Tractor Brush Deflector

Description and Benefit
As we mow our right of ways we are in brush and tree limbs often. With this guard, limbs rub the side and tops of our tractors. The guard wraps around the tractor cabs to protect the paint, plastic, fiberglass, and the lights. As the tractor approaches low hanging limbs it forces the limbs to go up and over the top of the tractor to eliminate scratching the paint or damaging the body of the tractor. This innovation saves money with lights and the exhaust not needing to be replaced as frequently, as well as having less cosmetic damage to the body and the cab. This helps the resale value considerably. It also saves time since you are not stopping and having to physically get out of the tractor and remove vines and limbs when they get caught on exhaust or tractor plus down time if the lights get broke.

For More Information Contact
Southeast District – Maintenance
Brad Cook at Brad.Cook@modot.mo.gov or 573-561-6321.

Southeast District – Maintenance
Nick Hindman at Nicholas.Hindman@modot.mo.gov or 573-866-2438.